GRADUATE ASSISTANT RESEARCH POSITION

| TALON |

The TALON Team is hiring a GAR to support its national and international outreach work along with the production of the TLN book. The ideal candidate will have strong writing and interpersonal skills, able to facilitate and lead discussions with a wide range of experts, along with basic research skills and an interest in design and pedagogy. The position will be part-time (10-20 hrs/week) in June-August with the possibility of continued work beyond August. Hourly rate is $19/hr. To apply, please indicate your interest along with a CV to Dr. Fabian Neuhaus.
COMMUNITY AND URBAN PLANNING COORDINATOR | HOMES FOR HEROES | MAY 25
Homes for Heroes is hiring a summer student with knowledge of the principles of community planning, ability to interpret technical plans as well as strong writing and presentation skills and the ability to plan and facilitate meetings. For more details about the position, visit the link.
Learn More→

THINKSPACE | INTERN ARCHITECT POSITION
Thinkspace Architecture Planning Interior Design is a client-focused design firm focused on solving complex problems. They provide a full range of professional architectural services with expertise in institutional and public sector projects. They are hiring several positions based out of Surrey, BC, including a Junior Technologist/Intern Architect position.
Learn More→

WEBINARS + COMPETITIONS

DESIGN COMPETITION | PARC OMEGA | MAY 31
SUBMISSION DEADLINE | $15,000 IN PRIZES
This competition challenges architectural professionals and students to envision a 120-Key Hospitality Design Concept on the site of the Parc Omega in Quebec. It is the intent of the Parc Omega to have the winner of the competition or other submitters be engaged in the further evolution of the project, should it move to fruition. For the full design brief, visit the link.
Learn More→

CBDX: BORDERLANDS COMPETITION | DEADLINE JUNE 21 | $6000 in PRIZES
Borders, whether spaces of transition, political, natural or man-made are associated with civilization's greatest challenges. This competition invites participants to choose any type of border, define a friction that presents a programmatic opportunity and propose a design that positively impacts the agents affected by, or in proximity to,
that border. The CBDX Series is made possible through the support of Stantec, a global design and delivery firm.

Visit the Website→

'SUN CITY' | ALUMNI LEGACY DESIGN COMPETITION | JULY 1
Design an intervention related to the sunlight in Calgary at a YYC location of your choosing. There is no minimum or maximum scale, so the design could be anything - from a single, small pavilion on Nose Hill to a total redevelopment of Bow Trail. Top three entries will win a cash prize.
Learn More + Register→

JUMP THE GAP COMPETITION 'INNOVATIVE BATHROOM SOLUTION' | SUBMISSION DEADLINE JUNE 3
Roca's 10th International Design Contest is accepting submissions for innovative bathroom solutions. Students and professionals are encouraged to submit their designs for creative, radical bathroom solutions that address the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
Learn More→

LEED TRAINING | JUNE 5, JULY 17, AUGUST 26 + SEPTEMBER 18
Sign up for a live or on-demand LEED Training webinar, taught by a USGBC faculty member. Students can use the coupon code 'green' for $50 off the course price. Contact the instructor, Lorne Mlotek, directly with any questions at info@leadinggreen.com. If you are interested in learning more about LEED, check out https://youtu.be/X9FUJpJW9bl
Learn More→

CONNECT
SAPL YOUTUBE CHANNEL | SUBSCRIBE
Where can you find interesting videos of student work, installations, info sessions and final reviews? On the SAPL YouTube Channel! Wouldn't it be SO much better if the URL was easy to find - youtube.com/ucalgarysapl? We need 100 subscribers to make that happen. (Shameless plug: please subscribe.)
Subscribe→

CBDX SERIES
Follow @cbdxseries on Instagram to stay in the loop about competition deadlines and exhibitions.
Visit→